G-sync Compatible certiﬁed tear-free gaming
LOL-dialed picture quality enhancement
Incredible 170Hz Refresh Rate And 1ms Response Time
Fast IPS Technology

LOL MODE
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FEATURES
Flawless loading times, no lag and no
visual artefacts

LOL-dialed picture quality enhancement
LOL MODE

The League of Legends Edition-exclusive, integrated "LOL Mode" offers in-game
enhancements that helps gamers get more out of League of Legends. This feature is a
preset display mode to optimize visuals for League of Legends. Most importantly, it's
co-developed with input from professional Riot Games Visual Engineers.

On your grind towards the top of the ELO ranking, nothing should disrupt your gaming
experience – especially not laggy graphics. Therefore, the League of Legends edition
monitor is equipped with top-notch features such as a 170 Hz refresh rate and a 1ms
response time. G-Sync compatibility further support the non-stop smooth performance
of your visuals.

Stellar image quality brings the
champions to life
QUAD HD

League of Legends is known for its team-based and strategic gameplay. To enjoy the
game while maintaining a clear overview over all lanes, the QHD resolution of 2560 x
1440 VESA DisplayHDR400 guarantees stunning image quality. The IPS panel is the
perfect medium to display the game in all its glory.

Fast

IPS

Rule the Competition with Fast IPS

Fast IPS annihilates the competition with a speed 4x faster than conventional IPS.
Guaranteeing you true 1ms (GTG) response times and captivating visual quality, raise
your gaming performance to the next level!

FreeSync Premium delivers ultra-smooth
tear-free gaming
Screen tearing and stuttering doesn't only harm gaming performance, it
also destroys immersion. AMD FreeSync Premium addresses this by
keeping your monitor's refresh rate synced with your processor's. This
technology works best on 120Hz and above refresh rates on higher
resolution screens, while also supporting low framerate compensation
features.[1]

SPECIFICATIONS
Model Name
Panel
Pixel Pitch (mm)
Effective Viewing Area (mm)
Brightness (typical)

Light effects sync up with in-game events for
maximum immersion
LIGHT

FX

SYNC

RGB

Become one with the game and fully immerse yourself into the action
on Summoner’s Rift! This AOC monitor syncs up with the MOBA itself
and lights up in response to in-game events. Team ﬁghts will become
even more adrenaline-pumping. Victory never looked this good!

Contrast Ratio

AG275QXL
27" (IPS)
0.2331 (H) × 0.2331 (V)
596.736 (H) × 335.664 (V)
350 cd/m²
1000 : 1 (Typical) 80 Million : 1 (DCR)

Response Time

1ms (GtG)

Viewing Angle

178° (H) / 178° (V) (CR > 10)

Color Gamut

NTSC 106% (CIE1976) / sRGB 104% (CIE1931) /
DCI-P3 97% (CIE1976)

Color Accuracy
Optimum Resolution

Delta E < 2
2560 × 1440 @ 170Hz(OC) – DisplayPort1.4
2560 × 1440 @ 165Hz – DisplayPort1.4
2560 × 1440 @ 144Hz – HDMI2.0

Display Colors
Signal Input
HDCP Version
USB Hub
Power Supply
Power Consumption (typical)
Speakers
Line in & Earphone

G-MENU

HDMI: 2.2 / DisplayPort: 2.2
USB 3.2 Gen1 × 4 / mini USB (for key pad) × 1
100 - 240V～1.5A, 50 / 60Hz
39W
5W × 2
Earphone (combine with microphone) × 1
Microphone In & out × 1

League of Legends in every detail
This AOC monitor features some small gadgets to highlight League of
Legends in every aspect. The boot up screen and on-screen display are
both designed in the style of the MOBA. An external remote lets you
conveniently switch between game modes and adjust gaming features
on the ﬂy. (Download and install G-Menu[2] to enable LOL Light FX Sync)

1.07 Billion
HDMI 2.0 x 2, DisplayPort 1.4 x 2

Wall-Mount
Adjustable Stand

100mm x 100mm
Height: 130mm, Swivel: -170° ~ 170°,
Pivot: -90° ~ 90°, Tilt: -5° ~ 23°

Product without Stand (mm)
Product with Stand (mm)
Packaging (mm)

365.7 (H) × 613.4 (W) × 50.3 (D)
423.6~553.6 (H) × 613.4 (W) × 249 (D)
520 (H) × 720 (W) × 322(D)

Product without Stand (kg)

4.6

Product with Stand (kg)

7.84

Product with Packaging (kg)
Cabinet Color
Regulatory Approvals

13.32
Black & Gold
CE / FCC / BSMI / KC / KCC / e-Standby

[1]*AG275QXL has been upgraded to AMD Freesync Premium & G-Sync Compatible version
since June.23.2022 (manufactured date)
[2]*Please download G-menu in Support/Software via https://ap.aoc.com
Design and Speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice.
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